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Abstract 
The fast growing population of Nigeria, as at present, calls for effective 
implementation of Open and Distance Learning (ODL) to meet her 
educational needs. This paper therefore addressed the utilization of creativity 
and inventions in areas such as; tutorial contacts, tutor-support materials, 
computer education and internet communication technology (ICT), teacher 
professional support and mentoring, open educational resources (OERs), 
course materials development, centre for educational technology (CET), 
students’ learning strategies, and quality assurance mechanisms by 
practitioners in contemporary ODL to fill the gaps. Challenges currently 
faced by ODL in Nigeria and recommendations to surmount the challenges 
were proffered 
. 

 
 

The term ‘Distance Learning’ or ‘Distance Education’, according to Tenebe 
(2014) refers to “a method of reaching learners who are far removed from the teacher 
and also who are unable to engage in formal schooling”. Bozkurt et al (2015) state that, 
the term ‘Distance Education’ as a generic term is used to define the field including: 
‘open learning’ or ‘open access’, ‘distributed learning’, ‘e-learning’ or ‘online 
learning’ etc. Thus, to Wikipedia (2015), Distance Learning is a mode of delivering 
education and instruction, often on an individual basis, to students who are not 
physically present in a traditional setting such as a classroom. Therefore, Distance 
Learning provides “access to learning when the source of information and the learners 
are separated by time and distance or both” (Honeyman & Miller, 1993). In addition, to 
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Peratton and Hulsmann (2003), Open and Distance Learning refers to an organized 
educational activity, based on the use of teaching materials, in which the constraints on 
study are minimized in terms of access, entry, or time and place, pace, method of 
study, or any combination of these.  

Open and Distance Learning (ODL) could be seen therefore, as an art of 
providing instruction or education when learners and teachers are separated by physical 
distance and technology, often in tandem with face-to-face communication, is used in 
bridging the gaps. Creativity and inventions in this paper, refers to the ability of ODL 
practitioners involving the use of skill and imagination to produce new and interesting 
ideas, approaches, techniques or methods in disseminating education through ODL to 
Nigerians. 
 
Creative and Inventive Approaches in Contemporary Open and Distance 
Learning  

There are a number of creative and inventive approaches for utilization in 
contemporary ODL in Nigeria. These approaches, discussed in turn include; tutorial 
contacts, tutor-support materials, computer education and internet and communication 
Technology (ICT), teacher professional support and mentoring, Open Educational 
Resources (OERs), course materials development, Centre for Educational Technology 
(CET), students’ learning strategies from instructional modes, and quality assurance 
mechanisms. 
 
Tutorial Contacts 

Tutorial contacts including Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) aimed at 
large-scale interactive participation and open access via the web or other network 
technologies are recent creative and inventive developments in Open and Distance 
Learning. Tutorial contacts in contemporary times are used by ODL practitioners to 
supplement MOOCs or assist learners who are not very conversant with the web or 
network technologies for dissemination of instruction. There are two modes of tutorial 
delivery: synchronous learning and asynchronous learning. In synchronous learning, all 
learners are required to attend class at the same time with course books. Tutorial 
contacts are sometimes, with systematic time-table arranged in such a way that, hence 
most learners would be workers, the convenience of their jobs is not affected, eg 
weekends, once or twice in a month, and intensive tutorials during public schools’ 
holidays at designated study centres. Typical technologies useful include educational 
television, internet, radio, and telephone etc. (Lever-Duffy & McDonald, 2007). In 
asynchronous learning however, learners access course materials flexibly at their own 
schedules. Sharehu (2015:4) supports that,  

“...ODL adult learners may require more depth of knowledge, lots of 
illustrations and appropriate activities that enhance reflective learning. It is possible to 
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create more opportunities for interaction with these adult students beyond the study 
centres through e-mail, phone calls for greater mutual understanding. This should be a 
win-win situation for course facilitators and ODL students alike”. 

Asynchronous delivery modes include; bulk SMS, e-mail, video and audio 
recordings, print materials, voicemail, and fax etc. 
 
Tutorial Support Materials 
 Tutorial support materials are necessary in executing effective ODL 
programme(s) in contemporary times. This is because the support materials are not 
only necessary for facilitating instruction but are also for modeling good teaching, 
learning practices, and outcomes. Yaya (2006) indicates that, self- instructional course 
texts constitute the main medium of instruction. Thus, self-instructional texts carry the 
burden of instruction and mostly supported by other materials in form of audio and 
video cassettes. Other materials useful as tutorial support in ODL include; newspapers, 
journals and periodicals, reference books as recommended in the self- instructional 
texts or course books, maps, charts, photographs and posters etc. ODL practitioners are 
encouraged to have the above materials and more for tutorial support for effective 
delivery of instruction. This would be possible as teachers at face to face contact 
sessions support, reinforce, and implement the instructional features and principles as 
specified in self-instructional texts. 
 
Computer and Internet Communication Technology (ICT) 
 The use of computer and ICT in ODL is not only topical but a reality. This is 
because, according to Ipaye (2005), ODL has moved from the third generation into the 
fourth where computer and ICT have taken almost absolute sway. Jegede (2003) notes 
that, fast advances in computer and ICT have also helped to became dynamic forces in 
ODL; thus providing new and interactive means of taking the ‘distance’ and therefore 
overcoming time and distance to reach learners. Ipaye (2005) categorizes computer 
application for ODL into four viz: Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI), Computer 
Managed Instruction (CMI), Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), and 
Computer-Based Multimedia (CBM). Computer and ICT by and large, encourage and 
facilitate self-paced learning. As multimedia tools, computer and ICT individualize 
research learning, and greatly enhance immediate reinforcement and feedback. 
 
Teacher Professional Support and Mentoring 
 Jegede (2004:41) calls for teacher professional support and mentoring in 
Nigeria through ODL thus: “... Open and Distance Learning if properly planned can be 
an effective tool for mass teacher production and the continuing professional 
development of teachers”. Garuba and Aminu (2006) later support that, changes in the 
society, including educational curriculum and demand for modern living, make it 
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imperative for teachers to update their proficiency skills through professional support 
and mentoring. Thus, teachers that are not able to obtain study leave from their 
employers find it more convenient to join ODL Institutions that offer teacher 
professional support programmes. 

In teacher professional support, a teacher would be expected to go through 
programmes of learning to update knowledge, while in mentoring, a teacher undergoes 
a knowledge sharing process, establishment and maintenance of relationships and 
professional interaction between two teachers such as mentor and mentee (Garuba & 
Aminu, 2006). The prominent teacher professional support and mentoring programme 
encouraged by Federal Government is the Cluster Teacher Professional Support and 
Mentoring Programme (Tahir, 2001). The progamme focuses on the following areas; 
lesson preparation, instructional challenges (classroom management, developing 
simple instructional aids using   local materials), providing handbook of ideas that 
would be shared with other teachers, organization and management of teachers’ 
meeting and, support for teachers in trying out new ideas on lesson delivery in the four 
key areas of the primary school curriculum: Literacy, Numeracy, Primary Science and 
Social Studies. The senior teachers selected by their schools to go through the above 
programme, scheduled at specific periods, are expected to become teacher mentors 
who would cascade or become mentors to their colleagues in implementing the new 
ideas or skills. 
 
Open Educational Resources (OERs) 

The term above came into use at 2002 Conference hosted by United Nations 
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), which referred to as “ 
the open provision of educational resources enabled by information and 
communication technologies, for Consultation, use and adaptation by a community of 
users for non-commercial purposes” (UNESCO & COL, 2012). Yaya (2012) highlights 
that, OERs has the following features: digitized materials enabled by ICTs; materials 
for consultation, use and adaptation; useful for non-commercial purposes; free and 
open to educators, teachers, students and self-learners; to use and re-use for teaching, 
learning and research; reside in the public domain; incorporate license that permits 
their use or re-purposing by others; not necessarily require loyalties, license fees or 
permission from copy-right holder; and they include: curriculum maps, modules, 
textbooks, streaming videos, course books, podcasts, tests, software, materials or 
techniques used to support access to knowledge etc. 
 From the foregoing, it could be deduced that OERs encourage globalization as 
well as digital literacy in ODL. Welch (2012) indicates six benefits of OERs as 
follows: increase availability of relevant needs targeted materials; reduce cost of access 
to resources; encourage active participation of educators and learning, teaching and 
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research; improve quality because materials are publicly available; build capacity 
through collaborative partnerships. 

To find OERs facilities and services online, Butcher (2011) gives six 
categories of OERs facilities and services as follows: 
 • The Open Courware (OCW) OER Repositories www.ocwconsortium.org/about-
us/about-     us.html; 
 • Content Creation Initiatives, eg OER Africa (www.oerafrica.org), LearningSpace 
(http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/), COL’s WikiEducator (http://wikieducator.org); 
 • Subject-Specific OCW OER, eg Teacher Education in Sub-Saharan Africa (TESSA), 
(www.tessafrica.net); 
 • Open School Initiatives, eg The Namibian College of Open Learning, 
(www.namcol.com.na); 
 • OCW OER Search, eg COL (www.col.org/OER), Folksemantic 
(www.folksemantic.com), 
 • University OCW Initiatives eg Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
(http://ocw.mit.edu), OpenLearn (http://openlearn.open.ac.uk) 
  

In addition, Welch (2012) suggests the following OERs sources on teacher 
education: 
1. Teacher Education in Sub-Saharan Africa (TESSA), (www.tessafrica.net); 
2. Teacher Education Space on OER Africa (www.oerafrica.org/teachered); 
3. Teachers Without Borders (http://teacherswithoutborders.org/); 
4. Teachers’ Domain (http://www.teachersdomain.org/); 
5. Commonwealth of Learning (www.col.org); 
6. Mindset, specializing in videos and other media for teachers and learners 

(http://www.mindset.co.za/learn/s55); 
7. Merlot Teacher Education, a multimedia for learning online teaching 

(http://www.merlot.org/merlot/materials.htm?category=2276&sort.property=o
vera11Rating); 

8. Rwandan Education Commons (http://www.educationcommons.rw/library); 
9. African Virtual University (http://oer@avu.org); 
10.  South African government’s portal for teachers (www.thutong.gov.za) 
 
Course Materials Development 

ODL Course Materials Development deserves creative and inventive designs 
hence teachers and students are normally separated in time and space. ODL Course 
Materials Development, according to Adegoke (2012:193), refers to “conceptualization 
of each specific course material and the identification, and arrangement of its discrete 
but interrelated fundamental elements into an appropriate substantive entity to facilitate 
and support the learning of the individual ODE student”. ODL course materials include 
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books or documents, radios, television broadcasts, audio and video recordings, as well 
as relevant documents and information in communication nets. 

The choice of Course Materials Development is usually based on students’ 
profile, learning outcomes, learnability, relevance, communicability, feasibility, 
flexibility, scope, availability, etc (Adegoke, 2012). Adegoke further indicated five 
developmental processes of ODL course materials for practitioners as; Author-editor 
model, Distance learning consortia, Fluid model, Free-enterprise model, and 
Collaborative eclectic model. The above developmental processes are useful in the four 
identified UNESCO (2012) ODL systems as; the Correspondence system, Television 
and radio educational system, Multimedia system, and Internet-based system. 
 
Centre for Educational Technology  

ODL practitioners normally establish Centres for Educational Technology 
(CET). These CETs help teachers and learners to practice lessons, actualize learning 
outcomes, and encourage educational creativity and inventions. Sharehu (2012) 
supports that, CETs enhance teachers’ competencies and pedagogical skills. In 
addition, Wikipedia (2015) states that, with extensive use of CET, lesson delivery and 
learning outcomes as well as independent learning in ODL are facilitated. With CET 
therefore, instruction can be offered synchronously and asynchronously. Garrison 
(2011) advances that, “The focus is shifted to the education transaction in the form of 
virtual community of learners sustainable across time”. Facilities, among others, utilize 
by ODL practitioners in CETs include; computers, projectors and projection screens, 
cameras, videos, televisions etc. 
 
 Students’ Learning Strategies from Instructional Modes 

Due to the peculiarity of ODL students, there are learning strategies from 
instructional modes which would facilitate and enhance their academic success. Ipaye 
(2005) reveals such modes and strategies as follows: Use of printed materials: Students 
read and study the course books and attempt solving questions on various topics; Use 
of computers: Students make use of the computers which have the course materials and 
also attempt answering questions on their own; Use of internet: With the use of 
computer, students are able to browse for materials in search of additional information 
and knowledge; and Use of multimedia: eg video, television and radio. Students, at 
their convenience, see, hear and follow lessons delivered by instructors. 
 
Quality Assurance in Open and Distance Learning 

Quality Assurance refers to the procedures, techniques, and systems through 
which an ODL practitioner demonstrates that conditions are in place for learners to 
achieve the standards set in educational programmes (Robinson, 2004). In Nigeria as at 
present, Quality Assurance in ODL relies on accreditation systems and monitoring by 
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bodies like National University Commission (NUC), National Commission for 
Colleges of Education (NCCE), cooperating universities among others. The enormous 
task however, calls for establishment of National Commission for Distance Education 
in Nigeria. Ukpo (2006) and Sharehu (2015) state that Quality Assurance in ODL is 
needed in the following areas among others: Students have the requisite qualification 
for admission; Records of Continuous Assessment (CA) and examination scores are 
easily available to Quality Assurance officers; Prompt release of student CA test and 
examinations; Availability and utilization of CET, ICT, library, laboratory and other 
essential equipment; Availability and utilization of course materials to staff and 
students; Utilization of qualified personnel on all programmes; Prompt payment of 
staff honoraria, organization of Continuing Professional Development for staff; 
Collaboration with other ODL institutions on Quality Assurance measures; Availability 
and utilization of record books, files, vouchers, eg attendance books, practical note 
books, minutes of meetings, reports, circulars from head office etc.; and Effective 
counseling services to staff and students.   
 
Challenges of ODL in Nigeria 

There are numerous challenges faced by ODL in Nigeria. Some of the 
challenges among others are as follows: Time and frustration involved in learning how 
to get on-line for novices; Demands large effort and cost to develop appropriate 
materials; Demands large effort to create and maintain the technological infrastructure; 
Learners must be more active and self-directed in learning environment-Depends on 
intrinsic motivation and initiative; Lag time between student input and feedback-Time 
lapse between need for learner support and resolution; Frequent or occasional internet 
provider downtime; Occasional feelings of isolation-Potentially less group support for 
learners leading to isolation and possible non-completion of programme; Instructional 
design for group activities and group interaction more demanding on the instructor; 
ODL is not for everyone-It is not for undisciplined learners nor inflexible instructors, 
tutors, or facilitators. 
 
Conclusion 

Open and Distance Learning (ODL) has obviously become a veritable method 
of providing access to educating the teaming population of Nigeria and ameliorating 
illiteracy. In view of this, creativity and inventions are needed by all and sundry in the 
practice of ODL in Nigeria 
 
Recommendations 

By the foregoing, the following recommendations are proffered to enhance 
creativity and inventions in executing ODL to Nigerian students:  
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•  Tutorial contacts should be organized synchronously and asynchronously 
aiming at addressing all categories of learners;  

•  Teachers and learners in ODL should be encouraged to utilize the potentials of 
education through computer and internet. All learners should purge themselves 
of all fears about the use of computer and internet;  

•  Synchronous and asynchronous learning should be greatly utilized by students 
to avoid isolation and possible non-completion of programme(s);  

•  Best practices for course material development, e.g. instructional design, 
should be utilized by ODL practitioners. This will reduce the high demand on 
teachers during tutorial contacts;  

•  Establishment of CET should be actualized and utilized by ODL practitioners 
with learners; Learners should be urged to utilize learning strategies from ODL 
instructional modes; 

•  Teachers in ODL should be able to use ICT in assessing, marking, initiating, 
and motivating learning for educational outcomes; and ODL practitioners 
should ensure that there is no lag time between student input and feedback on 
assignments, tests and examinations.  

 
.  
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